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Introduction
These exemplar answers have been chosen from the 
summer 2019 examination series. 

OCR is open to a wide variety of approaches and all 
answers are considered on their merits. These exemplars, 
therefore, should not be seen as the only way to answer 
questions but they do illustrate how the mark scheme has 
been applied. 

Please always refer to the specification https://www.ocr.
org.uk/Images/170128-specification-accredited-a-level-
gce-history-a-h505.pdf for full details of the assessment 
for this qualification. These exemplar answers should 
also be read in conjunction with the sample assessment 
materials and the June 2019 Examiners’ report or Report 
to Centres available from Interchange https://interchange.
ocr.org.uk/.

The question paper, mark scheme and any resource 
booklet(s) will be available on the OCR website from 
summer 2020. Until then, they are available on OCR 
Interchange (school exams officers will have a login for 
this and are able to set up teachers with specific logins – 
see the following link for further information http://www.
ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/
managing-user-accounts/). 

It is important to note that approaches to question 
setting and marking will remain consistent. At the same 
time OCR reviews all its qualifications annually and may 
make small adjustments to improve the performance of 
its assessments. We will let you know of any substantive 
changes.

https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/170128-specification-accredited-a-level-gce-history-a-h505.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/170128-specification-accredited-a-level-gce-history-a-h505.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/170128-specification-accredited-a-level-gce-history-a-h505.pdf
https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/
https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
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Question 1
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Exemplar 1 Level 6, 28 marks
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Examiner commentary
This was an excellent answer that demonstrated very good focus, convincing and detailed knowledge, perceptive evaluation of 
provenance and judgement based on the sources - a good example of a Level 6 answer for this question. 

The introduction is clear and concise and offers the valid interpretation that, while Churchill’s views may appear realistic to later 
audiences, at the time his views were unrealistic. This nuanced argument was not seen in many answers and started off the response 
well. Source A is analysed and evaluated using relevant contextual knowledge as well as provenance, with a clear sense that the 
candidate is in control of the answer. Source B has similar treatment with contextual evaluation ‘This is historically accurate...’ as 
well as valid comments on Baldwin’s purpose in making the statement. Source C marries detailed contextual support alongside 
the relevant aspects of this being a private letter to a family member, evaluating the reliability of the evidence. Finally source D is 
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Exemplar 2 Level 5, 24 marks

placed in context, with the candidate noting a slight shift in public opinion as supporting Churchill’s views here. Contextual support 
is detailed and the comments on provenance are supported. The judgement is based on the quality of the sources, although this 
might have been developed further in the cases of B and C. However overall the candidate’s response is a clear Level 6 and was 
given 28 out of 30 marks.
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Examiner commentary
This was a good response that demonstrated the qualities of a Level 5 answer. The candidate offers a clear view at the beginning of 
the question and groups the sources appropriately into those supporting the assertion and those challenging it. The candidate then 
adopts the approach of analysing the sources that challenged the view in the question first. This is a valid approach but a sequential 
treatment of the sources is equally valid. 

The discussion of Source A demonstrates sound explanation and good contextual support. The evaluation of provenance is present 
though the candidate does not make use of the publication date of the source, preferring to concentrate on the original date of 
the speech in 1934. This misses an obvious point for evaluating the material. Source D is treated in a similar fashion, with contextual 
support and provenance evaluated in line with the assertion in the question. The counterview is examined through sources B and C. 
Source B’s treatment is perhaps less developed although relevant contextual detail is applied. However, comments on provenance, 
though present, were not particularly incisive. C is well treated and there are relevant comments in line with the reasoning in the 
rest of the question. The judgement is on the sources with some relevant points made. As a result of using provenance, contextual 
support and judgement, the answer was placed into Level 5 but not quite at the top of the band. 
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Exemplar 3 Level 4, 18 marks
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Examiner commentary
This mid-level response has elements of an answer from a higher level but is a good example of a candidate that uses contextual 
knowledge well but doesn’t evaluate the provenance in a similar way. 

The introduction sets out a clear view and the candidate groups the sources into those supporting the assertion in the question 
and those which argue that in fact Churchill’s views on rearmament were realistic. The sources are examined sequentially which is a 
valid method for approaching any source question. The candidate addresses the question directly throughout the answer and has 
a good grasp of the content of each source. Source A is explained with some good contextual support which challenges Churchill’s 
argument by demonstrating his role in the establishment of the 10 Year Rule. Provenance is omitted from the analysis and evaluation 
of this source. Source B is treated in a similar fashion with good contextual knowledge, albeit not particularly developed, but there 
is enough to set the source into context. Source C has some hints of provenance and contextual support although again this is not 
developed beyond a passing note of its unique perspective. D is more thoroughly treated with good contextual positioning. The 
concluding judgement lifts the answer into Level 4 with judgement based on provenance. The candidate had explained the sources 
with good contextual support, although there was some unevenness with this. The judgement of provenance meant that the 
candidate examined both context and provenance and as a result the answer was given 18 marks. 

Exemplar 4 Level 3, 14 marks
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Examiner commentary
Although this is a low-level response there are hints of both contextual knowledge and provenance being applied by the candidate 
which on first glance might suggest a higher level. The opening paragraph attempts to deal with both Sources A and B and there 
is some weak description based on these two sources, though the candidate does attempt to apply some contextual support but 
refers to the ‘10 year plan’ rather than the 10 year rule. Source C has some descriptive explanation although there are some stock 
comments on provenance which are undeveloped. Finally Source D has some weak explanation which does partially address the 
question but again lacks focus. Overall the attempts to use context and provenance are rewarded by placing the answer into Level 3 
although the lack of sharp focus means that this is not placed at the top of the level and was instead given 14 marks. 
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Question 2

Exemplar 1 Level 6, 17 marks
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Examiner commentary
This was a good essay that demonstrated an excellent grasp of the contextual material and a sustained line of reasoning throughout 
the question. The introduction offered a clear argument and an initial view that the weaknesses of the Labour Party were the main 
reason for the victory of the Conservatives in 1970. There is some good knowledge of Heath’s background which is compared to 
that of Wilson in a succinct fashion. Conservative strengths and policies were also discussed and these were directly contrasted with 
the failures of the Labour government, with good supporting detail. Trade union problems were analysed as well as splits within 
Labour and these were contrasted with Conservative strengths. The judgement in the conclusion followed from the rest of the essay 
meaning that the answer was placed into Level 6. 
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Exemplar 2 Level 3, 7 marks
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Examiner commentary
This was a partially focused response which does attempt to address the question, albeit in a limited way. The introduction 
establishes a view although this a little vague in its reasoning. The initial argument is weak and lacks support although the candidate 
then makes some valid points about trade union policy although then confuses the results with actions from a later period. 
Additional arguments are unsupported but the answer is on topic but lacks detail. This was a borderline Level 2/3 response and the 
fact that the essay remained on topic meant that it was given a low Level 3 mark. 
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Question 3

Exemplar 1 Level 6, 18 marks
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Examiner commentary
In a similar fashion to the source question this candidate’s response to the essay question was a clear Level 6 response that 
demonstrated detailed knowledge, consistent analysis and developed judgement. There is a clear discussion of the main features 
of the question in the introduction and an initial view is made. Inflation is tackled well with excellent knowledge of the policies 
of Howe and Thatcher which was clearly directed towards the idea of ‘revolution’. Thatcher’s policies were compared to other 
governments and there was an initial sense that the candidate was in complete control of this particular topic. Privatisation was 
discussed and compared to the nationalisation policies of previous governments. Economic policies were in focus throughout the 
essay with discussion of the sale of council houses and the deregulation of the city. Both aspects were considered within the remit 
of an economic revolution and while social aspects were acknowledged; the candidate did not veer away from the key issues in the 
question. The conclusion was developed and followed on from the argument established throughout the question meaning that 
this was a Level 6 response that was given 18 marks. 

Exemplar 2 Level 3, 8 marks
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Examiner commentary
This was a mid-level answer which addressed the question in a partial manner. The answer demonstrates a mixture of description 
and analysis with some valid points left undeveloped in places. The introduction establishes a clear view and the essay tries to hold 
a line of reasoning throughout. Valid comments are made about Mrs Thatcher ending the post-war consensus although there is 
some description of what this meant rather than a sharper focus on economic revolution. Comparisons are made with previous 
governments, although the supporting detail is fairly general. The candidate makes valid points about inflation and employment 
figures, although these are then undeveloped. There are some minor errors although they do not detract from the sense of the 
argument. Unions are also discussed, although the candidate does not develop the argument here. The conclusion restates the 
argument from the rest of the essay and so the line of reasoning is held. The result was a partially focused essay and so this was 
placed into Level 3. 
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